
 

                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Why The Overtime Reason Comparison Application  
Solution 

This Fiori application was developed for businesses 
that run their Time Management processes on the 
SAP HCM system and need to report the overtime of 
the personnel and the reasons for overtime. 

General Specialities of The Solution 

The Overtime Reason Comparison application reads 
the time management responsible group data 
entered in the 0001-Organizational Appointment 
information type of the personnel. It automatically 
displays the personnel connected to the user on the 
selected date when the application is logged. It is 
possible to choose more than one team. 

Detailed Access 

For detailed information and to benefit from our 
service, you can contact us via the contact link. 

 

Rapidsol The Overtime Reason Comparison Application Fiori 
Solution 

With this application; By breaking down on the 

basis of team or overtime reasons, the total 

number of overtime hours and reasons for 

overtime can be reported in the selected date 

range. In this way, data such as the most 

common reason why the personnel worked 

overtime on the specified date can be easily 

accessed. Overtime hours totals are drawn 

from the payroll results of the personnel, and 

the reasons for overtime are drawn from the 

information type specially adapted for the 

customer in the SAP HCM system. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             “Analysing the comparisons..” 
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Adaptation and Deployment of The Solution 

 

Setup and Carrying to Live 

For the implementation of the solution package, a project 
management plan is created by our project management 
office, in which we can implement the fastest and healthiest 
application. 

 

 

Prerequisites 

There are no prerequisites required for applications to be 
deployed. It is necessary to be a Fiori user only for Fiori 
reporting. 

 

 

 

Control Cockpit 

 With this application; By breaking down on the basis of team or 
overtime reasons, the total number of overtime hours and 
reasons for overtime can be reported in the selected date 
range. In this way, data such as the most common reason why 
the personnel worked overtime on the specified date can be 
easily accessed. 

 

Reportings 
The resulting report is reflected on the screen in the form of a 
table and a pie chart. It is possible to customize the graph by 
determining the number of overtime reasons to be displayed on 
the graph with filters. For example, all reasons for overtime, up 
to 5 or up to 3, can be displayed on the chart. 

 

  

 


